The Baen Roadshow is scheduled for Sunday at 10:30am in the Garden Room, we apologize for the typo in the printed pocket program only that had it scheduled incorrectly.

D.H. Aire REMOVED from Podcasting 101 (Sunday).

D.H. Aire moved to MODERATOR for Swords and Crowns: The Intertwined Worlds of Fantasy and Monarchy.

D.H. Aire ADDED to I’ve Done My Research and You’re Going to Suffer for It.

D.H. Aire ADDED to Handling the Unavoidable Info-Dumps.

Walt Boyes ADDED to Worldbuilding for Fun and Profit.

Walt Boyes is the MODERATOR for Tales from the Slush Pile.

Allison Gamblin ADDED to Beyond Creative Commons.

Michelle D Sonnier ADDED to Tales From the Slush Pile.

Michelle D Sonnier ADDED to How to Incorporate Critique.

Michelle D Sonnier is the MODERATOR for Being a Fan of Problematic Things, from HP (Lovecraft) to EL (James) to GRR (Martin).

Ian Strock ADDED to Tales From the Slush Pile.

Ian Strock ADDED to Starting Your Own Small Press.

Ian Strock ADDED to What Do Short Fiction Editors Want?

Joy Ward ADDED to I’ve Done My Research and You’re Going to Suffer for It.

Joy Ward is the MODERATOR of Off-Page Implications.

Joy Ward ADDED to Leaving Unanswered Questions.

Robyn Wyrick ADDED to Leaving Unanswered Questions.

Erica Neely REMOVED from Soft Science In Hard SF.

Beatrice Kondo will not be on the panel Am I More Sentient Than My Cat.

John Cmar has a sore throat and may miss his Noon Saturday Science presentation in Salon A. If so, Ivy Cooper will continue his presentation from 7:00pm Friday on Mirrors in Nature.

Monday at 10:30 in the Garden Room the Coming Attractions start immediately after the Film Festival Winners and Not at Noon. 2.5 hours of Coming Attractions are on tap.

Description Added: Storytelling with Tim Livingood will feature Stomach-Churning stories of science gone wrong, stories of science gone right. Bring a story and share! You get 10 mins max, then the hook comes out.

Many thanks to the staff at Greg's Bagels in Belvedere Square for helping our volunteer assemble a donation for our volunteer den. Don't forget to volunteer and if you are local check out Greg's.

Yesterday, the Heinlein Society donated Five Hundred Dollars to pay part of the expenses of the Heinlein Award Winner's participation at Balticon 49.

The Buffets continue at the hotel restaurant to make it quick for you to grab dinner and then return to the con activities. There is also a snack bar running across from the pool.

Has a lot of fine art this year. Check it out at the Masquerade half time sometime after 9pm Saturday in the Valley Ballroom.